About us
A brief introduction to the Faculty of Law in Yuriy Fedkovych Chernivtsi
National University

Sample text about the faculty
Established in 1875, the Faculty of Law inYuriy Fedkovych Chernivtsi National
University is one of the largest in the structure of the University. It is a federation of
seven departments. We admit and support and teach and examine a diverse and
outstanding body of students from all parts of Ukraine. Our student-to-faculty ratio is
approximately 7:1.
With a strong history in legal education, developing strength in dispute resolution and
access to justice, and leading emerging scholars in the fields of constitutional law,
penal law, criminal law and commercial law, the Faculty of Law also offers a highlyregarded mooting program, joint degree programs and global exchange opportunities.
The Chair of the Faculty Board from 2018, is: Professor Petro Patsurkivskyi

Sample Text about the department
The Department of Penal Law, at the Faculty of Law, has a reputation for excellence
in both research and teaching. Founded by Karl Giller in 1875, we were one of the
first criminological institutes in Ukraine and have exerted a strong influence on the
development of the discipline. In recognition of their outstanding research, Chernivtsi
Universitycriminologists have been awarded numerous prestigious national awards.
The basic aims of the department’s programmes are:




to offer up-to-date and high-quality degree courses, introducing students to some of
the most important theory, methods and research in criminology;
to offer a sound academic foundation to those who aspire to undertake a PhD or a
career in teaching and research in criminology or related fields; and
to provide a sound foundation of knowledge and methodological skills to those who
wish to work in a wide range of criminal justice agencies, the legal profession, or
other professional or voluntary organisations.
The Head of the Department from 2018, is: Professor Halyna Zharovska

Our distinguished alumni
Here is a list of just some department alumni who have paved the way to success:



Franz Exner – DSc (Law), Professor of Austrian Criminal Law and Criminal
Process
Adolf Lenz – DSc (Law), Professor of Austrian Criminal Law and Criminal
Process
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International Conference “Achievements and
Perspectives of Cooperation of the Members of the
Consortium”
Launch of the Center for the Study of Global Human
Movement: “Ethics Meets Migration”
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